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4
th

 Semester Regular / Back Examination 2015-16 

ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS 
BRANCH: MECHANICAL 

Time: 3 Hours 

Max marks: 70 

Q.CODE: W394 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) All isentropic processes are not necessarily reversible adiabatic. Justify.  

 b) Write the mass balance and energy balance equation for the filling process of 
an insulated tank. 
 

 

 c) Find the change in entropy for a perfect gas using 2
nd

 T – dS relation.  
 d) Why  Carnot  cycle  with  vapour  as  working  fluid  is  not  considered  as  basic 

steam power cycle in practice? 

 

 e) Distinguish  between  useful  work  and  maximum  work  in  case  of  an  open 
system and close system. Briefly draw the conclusion? 

 

 f) Define free air delivered? Why it is less than swept volume, give two reasons? 
 

 

 g) What is cogeneration concept? Represent back pressure and pass-out turbine 
through line diagram. 

 

 h) Draw the schematic diagram of a  gas turbine cycle with reheating and inter 
cooling.  

 

 i) Name  the  dependant  properties  of  a  gaseous  substance  represented  in 
Maxwells relation. 

 

 j) What is a dead state? What is the significance of the properties at dead state?  
     

Q2 a) A well insulated tank holds 8 Kg of air at 1.5 bar and 310K. It is connected to 
a  header  having  air  at  15  bar  and  350K.  Assuming  air  behave  ideally, 
calculate, (a) the amount of air inflow into the tank and (b) final temperature of 
the air in the tank. 

(5) 

 b) Drive the formula used with assumption if any used in the problem 2(a). (5) 
    

Q3  .Consider the following two mixing operations  
Mixing  process  I:  In  a  steady  flow  mixing  process,  52690  kg/h  of  saturated 
steam at 134 kPa is mixed with 54000 kg/h of saturated steam at 476 kPa. 
Mixing  process  II:    In  a  steady  flow  mixing  process  43016  kg/h  of  super 
heated steam at 6 MPa and 773 is mixed with 218160 kg/h of saturated steam 
at 2,32 MPa. 
Assuming  the  mixing  processes  are  adiabatic  and  ambient  temperature  of 
298K, Determine 
(a) the rate of entropy generation and (b) the exergy loss in mixing whereupon 
a new stream is resulted. (c) comment on results. 

(10) 
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Q4  Water  initially  a  saturated  liquid  at  100
0
C  is  contained  in  a  piston-cylinder 

assembly. The water undergoes a process to corresponding saturated vapour 
state, during which the piston moves freely in the cylinder. For each of the two 
processes described below, determine on the unit of mass basis the change 
in  availability,  the  availability  transfer  accompanying  work,  the  availability 
transfer  accompanying  heat  and  irreversibility,  each  in  kJ/kg.  Let  T0=30 

0
C 

and P0 =1.015 bars. 
 
             (a)  The  change  in  state  is  brought  about  by  heating  the  water  as  it 
undergoes  an  internally  reversible  process  at  constant  temperature  and 
pressure. 
 (b)  The  change  in  state  is  brought  about  adiabatically  by  the  stirring 
action of a paddle wheel.   

(10) 

    
Q5 a) A  regenerative  gas  turbine  with  inter  cooling  and  reheating  operates  at 

steady  state. Air  enters  the compressor at  100kPa,  300K  with  a  mass  flow 
rate of  5.9  kg/s. The pressure  ratio across the  two stage compressor is 12. 
The pressure ratio across the two stage turbine is  also 10. The inter cooler 
and reheater each operate at 300kPa. At the inlet to the turbine stages, the 
temperature is 1400K. The temperature at the inlet to the second compressor 
stage is 300K. The efficiency of each compressor and turbine stage is 85%. 
The generator effectiveness is 95%. Determine, (a) the thermal efficiency (b) 
the back work ratio (c) the net power developed. 

(10) 

    
    

Q6 a) State the assumptions made for air standard cycle analysis. (3) 
 b) An  actual  diesel  engine  operates  within  the  temperature  limit  of  1700K  and 

300K and with a compression ratio of 16. Determine (a) the temperature and 
pressure  at  each  point  in  the  cycle,  (b)  thermal  efficiency  of  the  engine,  (c) 
work ratio and (d) MEP. 

(7) 

    
Q7 a) Steam is supplied to a two stage turbine 40 bar and 3500C. It expands in the 

first turbine until the steam is dry saturated, then it is reheated to 350
0
C and 

expanded through the second stage turbine. The condenser pressure is 0.035 
bar. Calculate the work output and the heat supplied per kg of steam for the 
plant, assuming ideal process and neglecting feed pump term. Calculate the 
specific steam consumption and the cycle efficiency. Represent the cycle on a 
P-V and T-S diagram. 

(10) 

    
    

Q8  A single acting two stage air compressor with complete intercooling delivers 8 
kg/min of air at 15 bar. Assuming intake state of 1.014 bar and 270C, and the 
compression  and  expansion  processes  are  reversible  and  polytropic  with 
n=1.4, calculate  
(i) the power required, (ii)isothermal efficiency (iii) the free air delivered. (iv)the 
neat  heat  transferred  in  each  cylinder  and  (v)  heat  transferred  in    the 
intercooler. 
(b) If the clearance ratios for the low and high pressure cylinders are 0.04 and 
0.06 respectively, calculate the swept and clearance volume for each cylinder. 
The speed is 420 rpm.   

(10) 
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